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a b s t r a c t 

The substantial space traffic changes occurred since the 2010s are having measurable repercussions even at the 

altitudes used for human spaceflight. These changes were mainly driven by the deployment of thousands of small 

satellites and cubesats below 600 km. 

After having evaluated how the situation evolved, from 2008 to 2021, at the altitudes of the International 

and Chinese space stations, and discussed the main aspects of the problem that may have an operational impact, 

the attention was focused on what might be expected in the 2020s, whether the current deployment plans for 

mega-constellations will be realized in whole or in part. 

Finally, the rationale for the introduction of a “human spaceflight protected region ”, with the associated space 

traffic management recommendations, is presented and discussed. 
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. Introduction 

In recent years there was a huge increase in the launch rate of small

atellites and cubesats in the lowest part of low Earth orbit (LEO), i.e.

elow 600 km, boosting the number of potentially risky objects to be

racked and monitored. But the most dramatic development currently

oing on is the deployment of large satellite constellations, with almost

0,000 spacecraft planned only in low LEO in the coming years. Even

hough any failed satellite of the planned low LEO mega-constellations

ill decay from orbit in less than a few years, it is realistic to expect a

elatively high number of failures, considering the experimental nature

f spacecraft tested in space, and in great numbers, for the first time. 

The low LEO region will also be significantly affected by the

volution of space activities above 600 km. In fact, several mega-

onstellations are planned at higher altitudes as well. In order to miti-

ate the long-term accumulation of objects and the production of new

ollisional debris in high LEO, the end-of-life disposal of constellation

atellites in orbits able to guarantee a relatively fast reentry in the atmo-

phere is foreseen. This procedure, highly recommended for the orbital

ebris long-term mitigation in the whole LEO protected region, may

owever present some temporary drawback in low LEO. In fact, during

he operation of mega-constellations in high LEO, a significant number

f disposed satellites will cross at any time the low LEO region as well, in

 dynamic balance between new end-of-life disposals and atmospheric
eentries. 
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Also worth mentioning are the constellation satellites which, des-

ined for higher operational altitudes, for example 550 km, are initially

aunched and tested below 320 km. Slowly raising their orbits, with very

ow thrust and nearly continuous propulsion, these satellites cross the

ow LEO region and are difficult for third parties to track and avoid. 

The consequences of these developments for human spaceflight op-

rations might be far from negligible. In fact, since the last Apollo mis-

ion to the Moon, in December 1972, all human spaceflights were car-

ied out in low LEO. In addition to the International Space Station, the

arge Tiangong space station, to be completed by China in 2022, and

he scheduled Indian and private crewed missions will use this region of

pace as well. This is because circular orbits below 550 km are partic-

larly attractive for human spaceflight, as a convenient energetic gate-

ay to more remote destinations, for the radiation shielding effect of

he magnetosphere, and for the relatively easy compensation of atmo-

pheric drag by propulsion, without of course forgetting the favorable

ogistics and safety aspects. A better attention to this important region

f space is therefore well deserved, in order to leave open all future

ptions of human presence outside the Earth. 

The purpose of this paper is precisely to highlight what could be the

onsequences of the spectacular increase in low LEO traffic on human

paceflight, both from the operations and safety points of view. The

ttention is focused on the two main crewed facilities operating at the

eginning of the 2020s, that is the International Space Station (ISS) and

he new Chinese Space Station (CSS), whose current orbital parameters,

dopted for our analysis, are summarized in Table 1 . 
ublished by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
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Table 1 

Current average orbits of the main crewed facilities (the orbits are assumed 

circular, and their mean altitude and inclination are measured with respect to 

the Earth’s equator). 

Crewed Facility Mean Altitude (km) Inclination (°) 

CSS 380 41.5 

ISS 410 51.6 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the mean spatial density of cataloged objects at the current 

altitudes of CSS and ISS. 

Fig. 3. Evolution of the mean spatial density of intact objects, i.e. pay- 

loads + rocket bodies, at the current altitudes of CSS and ISS. 
. Environmental impact of the new space launch pattern 

At the beginning of 2007, the LEO environment was suddenly deeply

odified by the intentional destruction of the Fengyun 1C meteorologi-

al spacecraft with an anti-satellite impactor fired from the ground. The

est generated more than 3400 fragments cataloged by the US Space

urveillance Network (SSN), making it the worst breakup recorded in

rbit so far. 

Since it is now clear to everyone that similar tests must be avoided in

he future, the year 2008 can therefore represent a good starting point

or evaluating the current evolution of the debris environment in LEO,

oth due to unwanted events, such as accidental explosions and colli-

ions, and to how space activities have changed in the meantime. In

014, in fact, the payload launch pattern began to change, with a pro-

ressively increasing number of micro and nanosatellites and the debut,

t the end of the decade, of the so-called mega-constellations. 

These changes were particularly significant in low LEO, i.e. below

00 km ( Fig. 1 ). Focusing the attention on the current altitudes of ISS

nd CSS ( Table 1 ), the orbital debris evolution occurred since 2008 is

ummarized in Figs. 2–6 and was quite similar in both cases. Overall,

he density of cataloged objects remained relatively stable for several

ears since 2008, but began to rise rapidly in 2017 around the orbit of

SS, and from 2019 around the lower orbit of CSS ( Fig. 2 ). 

This significant increase – by a factor of three from mid-2008 to mid-

021 – is almost entirely attributable to the launch of new satellites

 Fig. 4 ). The spatial density of abandoned rocket bodies, on the other

and, remained small and relatively stable ( Fig. 5 ), further evidence of

he fact that the growing number of satellites was not placed in orbit

ith a corresponding number of launches, but with many launches in-

olving dozens of small spacecraft at a time. 

Finally, as regards the actual cataloged debris pieces, that is breakup

ragments plus mission related objects, from 2008 to 2017 they actu-

lly decreased, due to the accelerated decay rate of fragments produced
Fig. 1. Object spatial density in LEO, as of 28 June 2021. 

Fig. 4. Evolution of the mean spatial density of payloads at the current altitudes 

of CSS and ISS. 

Fig. 5. Evolution of the mean spatial density of rocket bodies at the current 

altitudes of CSS and ISS. 
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Table 2 

ISS average orbit: mean cross-sectional area flux and velocities of cataloged objects in mid-2013. 

Cataloged Object Type Mean Relative Velocity (km/s) Mean Collisional Velocity (km/s) Mean Cross Sectional Area Flux (m 

− 2 yr − 1 ) 

Catalog 8.48 10.30 4.8 × 10 − 7 

Payloads ∗ 8.06 9.72 1.6 × 10 − 7 

Rocket Bodies 9.00 10.08 1.2 × 10 − 7 

Debris Pieces 9.36 10.63 2.0 × 10 − 7 

∗ Payloads include the Active Satellites. 

Table 3 

ISS average orbit: mean cross-sectional area flux and velocities of cataloged objects in mid-2021. 

Cataloged Object Type Mean Relative Velocity (km/s) Mean Collisional Velocity (km/s) Mean Cross Sectional Area Flux (m 

− 2 yr − 1 ) 

Catalog 6.59 9.82 2.1 × 10 − 6 

Payloads ∗ 6.15 9.41 1.5 × 10 − 6 

Active Satellites 5.60 8.80 1.2 × 10 − 6 

Rocket Bodies 8.61 10.04 8.4 × 10 − 8 

Debris Pieces 8.42 10.86 4.8 × 10 − 7 

∗ Payloads include the Active Satellites. 

Fig. 6. Evolution of the mean spatial density of cataloged debris pieces at the 

current altitudes of CSS and ISS. 
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y fragmentations occurred at higher altitudes earlier in the period, in-

uced by the progression of Solar Cycle 24. Since 2017, even though the

inimum of solar activity was rather low, the debris density rebound

as very slow, leading to values in mid-2021 lower than in mid-2008

 Fig. 6 ). 

In conclusion, at the current altitudes of the two space stations, the

verage density of cataloged debris pieces and abandoned upper stages

emained basically stable from 2008 to 2021, that is even through the

harp change in satellite launch pattern occurred during the latter half

f the period. Nearly all the density increase recorded was therefore due

o new spacecraft, many of them with no on-board propulsion, or with

imited collision avoidance capabilities [1] . And this trend will be even

ore pronounced in the next decade [ 2 , 3 ]. 

. Estimate of the added conjunction analysis burden 

In order to obtain a coarse quantitative estimate of the added con-

unction analysis burden caused by the environmental changes occurred

round the orbits of ISS and CSS, a specific analysis was carried out us-

ng the Space Debris Impact Risk Analysis Tool (SDIRAT), developed at

STI/CNR [ 4 , 5 ]. The attention was focused on two epochs: mid-2013, i.e.

efore the onset of the new satellite launch pattern, and mid-2021. The

esults obtained are summarized in Tables 2–5 . (Being the flux of objects

roportional to their relative velocity, the average collision velocity is

igher than the relative one, since the faster the potential impactors are,

he more they contribute to the incident flux [4] .) 
276 
At the altitude and inclination of the ISS, the mean cross-sectional

rea flux of cataloged objects increased more than four times, from mid-

013 to mid-2021, mainly driven by a nearly tenfold boost in the flux

f payloads ( Tables 2 and 3 ). 

The mean flux of rocket bodies dropped instead by 30%, while the

ux of cataloged debris pieces, the main component back in 2013, only

rew 2.4 times in the meantime, accounting now for less than a quarter

f the total. In 2013, payloads (33%), rocket bodies (25%) and cataloged

ebris pieces (42%) contributed to the mean cross-sectional area flux

ith comparable values, while now, in 2021, payloads are dominant

73%), with a large contribution from active satellites (57%), followed

y cataloged debris pieces (23%) and rocket bodies (4%). 

The population change is also reflected in the evolution of the mean

elative velocity of cataloged objects vs. the ISS. Overall it decreased

y more than 20%, again due mainly to the large number of new pay-

oads, many of which launched near the height of the station with a

istribution of orbits such as to reduce the average relative speed. 

Obviously, it is not immediate to translate a growth in average object

ow into a corresponding increase in the number of evasive maneuvers

ecessary to guarantee the safety of the ISS. For example, there may

e a large number of satellites just above or below the ISS that do not

resent a significant collision risk, the orbits being well known and pos-

ibly controlled. What matters, specifically, are the objects that cross the

tation’s orbit, a consequence not only of traffic and possible breakups,

ut also of solar activity, which determines the decay rate of objects fly-

ng higher without orbit maintenance. Moreover, the frequency of colli-

ion avoidance maneuvers is influenced by the applicable flight rules, by

perational constraints and by the accuracy of conjunction assessments

6] . 

Between 1999 and 2020 the ISS carried out 28 collision avoidance

aneuvers and in one further case it was a NASA satellite – the Global

recipitation Measurement (GPM) spacecraft – that maneuvered to pre-

ent a high risk conjunction in 2017 [ 6 , 7 ]. The maneuver rate was

learly correlated with solar activity and the number of tracked objects

rossing the station’s orbit, peaking during the last solar maxima of cy-

les 23 and 24 [6] . 

Currently the tracked crossing objects are more than 1200, just 10%

ore than in 2013–2014, during the solar maximum of Solar Cycle 24,

nd in 2020 there were three collision avoidance maneuvers, after four

ears of solar activity minimum marked only by that one of the GPM

pacecraft [6] . As solar activity is growing again, it is very likely to

xpect, between 2022 and 2026, a significant increase of the number

f tracked crossing objects, coming from the large “reservoir ” created
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Table 4 

CSS average orbit: mean cross-sectional area flux and velocities of cataloged objects in mid-2013. 

Cataloged Object Type Mean Relative Velocity (km/s) Mean Collisional Velocity (km/s) Mean Cross Sectional Area Flux (m 

− 2 yr − 1 ) 

Catalog 7.80 9.38 3.9 × 10 − 7 

Payloads ∗ 6.45 8.07 1.1 × 10 − 7 

Rocket Bodies 7.97 8.88 1.0 × 10 − 7 

Debris Pieces 8.27 9.34 1.7 × 10 − 7 

∗ Payloads include the Active Satellites. 

Table 5 

CSS average orbit: mean cross-sectional area flux and velocities of cataloged objects in mid-2021. 

Cataloged Object Type Mean Relative Velocity (km/s) Mean Collisional Velocity (km/s) Mean Cross Sectional Area Flux (m 

− 2 yr − 1 ) 

Catalog 6.59 8.66 2.0 × 10 − 6 

Payloads ∗ 6.36 8.38 1.6 × 10 − 6 

Active Satellites 6.00 7.97 1.4 × 10 − 6 

Rocket Bodies 8.62 9.48 7.1 × 10 − 8 

Debris Pieces 8.21 9.84 2.8 × 10 − 7 

∗ Payloads include the Active Satellites. 
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bove the station by old and new launches. This will inevitably lead to

 heightened burden on the whole conjunction analysis process. 

The first element of the new Chinese Space Station was launched

n 2021, therefore its operational history is only now beginning.

ables 4 and 5 then present how the situation has changed for an orbit

ith its height and inclination, from mid-2013 to mid-2021. The mean

ross-sectional area flux of cataloged objects increased more than five

imes, again mainly driven by a nearly 15 times boost in the flux of pay-

oads. Also in this case the mean flux of rocket bodies dropped instead

y about 30%, while the flux of cataloged debris pieces, the main com-

onent back in 2013, only grew by 65% in the meantime, accounting

ow for less than 15% of the total. 

As for the ISS orbit, in 2013, payloads (29%), rocket bodies (26%)

nd cataloged debris pieces (45%) contributed to the mean cross-

ectional area flux with comparable values, while now, in 2021, pay-

oads are widely dominant (82%), with a large contribution from active

atellites (72%), followed by cataloged debris pieces (14%) and rocket

odies (4%). Same as for the ISS orbit, the mean relative velocity of

ataloged objects decreased, this time by about 15%, again due mainly

o the growing relative contribution of new payloads and their orbital

istribution. 

Concerning the unclassified cataloged objects crossing the CSS orbit,

n mid-2021 they were already more than 800 and are likely to grow

ignificantly as Solar Cycle 25 progresses towards its peak of activity,

urrently expected between October 2024 and July 2025. In any case,

s shown by the number of crossing objects and by the mean cross-

ectional area flux given in Tables 3 and 5 , the burden on conjunction

nalysis anticipated for the CSS is equivalent to that for the ISS, despite

he lower height and inclination of the former. 

. Impact of new constellations and nanosatellites 

The deployment of mega-constellations and the launch of thousands

f nanosatellites during the 2020s will have a profound impact on the

ow LEO landscape. First of all, many mega-constellation spacecraft and

ost nanosatellites will be placed in orbits below 600 km, in order to

e automatically compliant with space debris lifetime guidelines in case

f failure or inability to maneuver. By 2030, these developments alone

ight lead to at least 10,000 satellites packed between the altitude of

he International Space Station and 600 km [8] . 

Secondly, spacecraft reaching the end of their operational life will be

eorbited, again for reducing their residual lifetime and freeing up space

or new satellites. However, this will involve not only the spacecraft

elow 600 km, but also those deployed in LEO at greater heights, always

o comply with the space debris mitigation requirements [8] . And since
277 
n most cases this will be achieved by lowering the perigee of the orbit

elow the altitudes of the ISS and CSS, but leaving the initial apogee

n the vicinity of the operational altitude, it is obvious to conclude that

his process will produce and maintain a considerable number of objects

rossing the heights of the two space stations. 

Therefore, in the coming years, two new components will add to the

racked objects crossing the altitudes of the ISS and CSS: the disposed

atellites in elliptical orbits with perigee below and apogee above the

perational altitude range of the space stations, and the failed or non-

aneuverable satellites decaying from nearly circular orbits just above

he stations. For the mega-constellations, following the analysis pre-

ented in [9] , the contribution of these two components can be roughly

stimated in the following way, where the first addendum in the right-

and side of the equation represents the average number of satellites

eorbited in elliptical orbits at any time, and the second one expresses

he average number of failed satellites decaying at any time through the

ltitude ranges of the space stations: 

 C = ( N A / L T ) ⋅ T C + N A ⋅ F R ⋅ T F (1)

In this equation N C is the average number of constellation satellites

rossing the altitude of either the ISS or the CSS at any time, N A is the

otal number of active constellation satellites to be maintained above

he stations, L T is the average operational lifetime of the satellites, T C is

he average time needed so that the apogee of the deorbited spacecraft

alls below the operational altitude range of the ISS or CSS, F R is the

verage failure rate of the satellites, and T F is the mean time spent by the

ecaying satellites at the heights of the stations. N A , L T and F R depend on

he design of the planned constellations and constituent satellites, while

 C and T F are also a function of thermospheric drag and, therefore, of

olar activity, being minimum at solar cycle maximum and maximum

t solar cycle minimum. 

Assuming quite conservative values for N A and L T , and reasonable

ean values for F R , T C and T F [8–10] , that is N A = 10,000, L T = 5

ears, T C = 0.5 years, F R = 2% per year and T F = 0.15 years, we obtain

 C ≈ 1000 + 30 ≈ 1030, to which we must add the downward flux of

on-maneuverable small satellites launched in the meantime. Therefore,

n the most optimistic scenario conceivable, during the 2020s we could

xpect a further increase in the number of objects crossing the heights of

he two space stations approximately up to 1100, practically doubling

he current value. However, an increase of one order of magnitude might

e possible as well, if all the plans presented so far were realized [ 8 , 9 ].

According to our SDIRAT simulations, in 2021 we should expect, on

verage, around 6 close approaches of cataloged objects per year within

 km of either the ISS or CSS, and an a priori collision probability, ex-

luding any conjunction analysis and avoidance maneuver, of about 1%
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er year, or less. These numbers are clearly still low and manageable,

hat is not such as to disrupt the normal operations and activities on-

oard the orbital outposts. A doubling of these figures would probably

e still acceptable, but an increase of one order of magnitude would

ertainly be a problem for the orderly and efficient running of a human

pace program in low LEO. 

A significant improvement of tracking accuracy and the application

f artificial intelligence to the problem of conjunction analysis might

ertainly greatly increase the efficiency of the process, dramatically re-

ucing false alarms and the workload of human operators. But a too

arge growth of the objects to be monitored might partly offset, if not

ompletely cancel, any progress in the efficiency of conjunction analy-

is and collision avoidance that may have been made in the meantime.

his due to new launches, deorbiting and failures, but also to the im-

roving sensitivity of sensors, which will track more and more objects

n the 1–10 cm range. Moreover, if the number and frequency of eva-

ive maneuvers exceeded a certain threshold, even assuming that a good

raction of them might be carried out by the satellites that cross the or-

its of the stations, the consequences for human activities in orbit could

ecome no longer acceptable. 

. Conclusion 

In the mid-2000s, Michael Yakovlev, from the Russian delegation,

roposed to the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee

IADC) the creation of a special “human spaceflight protected region ”

elow 550 km. The proposal was motivated by the prediction, which

urned out to be very accurate, of a dramatic increase in the launch rate

f small satellites in such volume of space. Unfortunately, the suggestion

id not receive, at that time, the attention it deserved and there have

een no further developments in this regard. 

Today, human space activities in low LEO are broadening in scope,

uration, stakeholders and independent players. At the same time, sev-

ral mega-constellations of satellites are being deployed or planned,

ust above or below the altitudes of the International and Chinese

pace stations, and the number of nanosatellites, many of them non-

aneuverable, is skyrocketing. Even though the traffic and the debris

nvironment have clearly worsened in this region of space during the

ast decade, the operations of the ISS and CSS can still be managed with-

ut particularly adverse effects. But the situation is rapidly changing and

egative consequences might materialize over the next decade with an

mpact that is anything but negligible. It is therefore absolutely nec-

ssary to act now to ensure the safety, operation and sustainability of

uman spaceflight in low LEO. 

The new measures to be endorsed and applied should transcend the

ure aspect of space debris mitigation, focusing instead on space traffic

anagement. At a minimum they should include the following: 

1) The definition of an altitude range, for instance between 350 and

450 km, to be considered as “human spaceflight protected region ”. 

2) Unmanned spacecraft deployments should be avoided in this region,

but, if absolutely necessary, the satellites must be reliable and ma-

neuverable. 

3) The use of non-maneuverable satellites (as most of cubesats) should

be restricted to orbits fully below this region. 

4) The satellites disposed from above should be controlled and maneu-

verable at least until their decaying orbits stop crossing the protected

region. 

5) The operators of the satellites crossing the protected region should

maintain a stable communication channel and a standardized infor-

mation flow with the human spaceflight mission control centers, in

order to manage the conjunction assessment process and address the

eventual alerts. 

6) In case of high risk conjunctions, the avoidance maneuvers shall be
carried out, as a rule, by the unmanned spacecraft. 

278 
Apart from the exact definition of the human spaceflight protected

egion, which must in any case be able to accommodate, in the near

uture, also Indian and private missions, most of the requirements listed

bove – specifically No. 2, 4, 5 and 6 – might be, and probably will

e, implemented by the mega-constellation operators, like in the case of

tarlink vs. ISS. An extension of the appropriate best practices to other

perators, and including the CSS as well, besides being very desirable is

lso quite probable. 

The application of the third recommendation might be met, instead,

ith greater resistance. In fact, the use of cubesats by a multitude of

sers is widespread and booming, and these nanosatellites can comply

ith current space debris mitigation guidelines, limiting the orbital life-

ime to less than 25 years [ 11 , 12 ], up to 600 km even without propul-

ion. Below 350 km, on the other hand, their mission lifetime would be

everely limited, going from no more than a couple of months around

olar activity maximum and no more than 11 months during the mini-

um of the solar cycle. However, it is also clear than to think of con-

inuing to place, pretending nothing happened, several thousand small

nd non-maneuverable objects between 450 and 600 km, which would

hen gradually rain down, without any control, on the region occupied

y human space missions, is not the right thing to do. And the sooner

his matter is dealt with, the better. 
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